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$n=1\mathcal{R}f_{n}(z)=Nf_{1}(z)\circ f_{2}(z)\circ f_{3}(z)\circ\cdots\circ f_{N}(z)$ .
$(z)$
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$\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}a_{n}$
$\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}a_{n}<\infty$ $n=1\mathcal{R}(z\infty+a_{n})$













$n=1 \mathcal{R}\infty(z+\frac{z^{2}}{2^{n}}) = \frac{1}{2}(e^{2z}-1)$ .
$n=1 \mathcal{R}\infty(z+\frac{z^{2}}{(-2)^{n}}) = \sin(\frac{2z}{\sqrt{3}}+\frac{\pi}{6})-\frac{1}{2}.$
$n=1 \mathcal{R}\infty(z+\frac{z^{2}}{4^{n}})o(-z^{2}) = \frac{1}{2}(\cos 2z-1)$.
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Theorem 1. 1


























$n=1\mathcal{L}f_{n}(z):=\cdots of_{N}(z)\circ\cdots of_{2}(z)\circ fi(z)\infty$
( Lemma 1.4 )
inner composition forward composition
outer composition backward composition



























$p(sz, s)=s(z+z^{2})\circ p(z, s)$
$\frac{z}{s}op(sz, s) = \frac{z}{s}o(\mathcal{R}\infty(z+\frac{z^{2}}{s^{n}}))osz$
$= n=1 \mathcal{R}\infty(\frac{z}{s}o(z+\frac{z^{2}}{s^{n}})osz)$
$= n=1 \mathcal{R}\infty(z+\frac{z^{2}}{s^{n-1}})$
$= (z+z^{2})\circ p(z, s)$
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$\langle$ . $n$ $\tau(z)$
$\tau(1-2n)=-\frac{1}{2}$
$\tau(2-2n)=-\frac{1+\sqrt{5}}{4}$
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